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Design News

Luxury in a Box

"Luxury prefab" is no longer an oxymoron. Swedish engineers Hakan and Annika Olsson looked at the skyline of London, their adopted home, and saw a missed opportunity for development above the dense urban fabric, so they founded a design-build company called First Penthouse. Specifically, they reasoned that in a tight residential real estate market there were both economic and aesthetic benefits to building luxury penthouses on the rooftops of London's numerous tony apartment buildings.

The rich are different, as Fitzgerald observed. They don't welcome excessive noise and the prolonged disruption of services caused by major construction projects, so the Olssons used their engineering expertise to devise a strategy in which the units are constructed in modules in a Swedish factory and shipped to the site. The modules weigh about 14 tons and are no more than 11 feet wide. Cranes lift them onto the roofs, where a team connects the modules and commissions the electrical, mechanical, and plumbing systems. The entire installation is completed in one or two days. The exterior and interior finishes are completed in few weeks, and the unit is ready for occupancy.

Roof preparation is more complicated, however. After First Penthouse's engineers have determined feasibility and the owner has signed a contract, work begins on the roof. Chimneys are rebuilt; vents and plumbing are rerouted; elevators are extended or replaced; and a substructure is built before the existing roof is removed. Remarkably, this process takes only about five or six weeks, and every effort is made to minimize disruption. Construction crews even use diamond-core drills instead of jack hammers to reduce the noise.

Perhaps First Penthouse's greatest challenge was changing the prevalent perception that prefabricated houses are cheap and flimsy. The Olssons seem to have dispelled the fears of potential buyers expected to spend upwards of $4 million for a 3,800-square-foot penthouse with spectacular views. The Swedes are innovators of custom factory-built construction by necessity. Long, harsh winters there make in situ building impractical for many months of the year. Under the watchful eyes of the Olssons, crews at their factory in Hassleholm, Sweden, carefully craft each module with superior finishes, including hardwood or marble floors, high-tech kitchens, wood-burning fireplaces, and central air-conditioning. Five penthouse units are currently under construction atop the exclusive Albert Court apartments, a 50-unit building completed in 1900 in South Kensington near the Royal Albert Hall. Two have been sold for $5 million. Other units have been built in St. John's Wood, and First Penthouse has a database of 700 potential rooftops to investigate.

The benefits to the owners and residents of the buildings below are not small. In most cases, they get a new roof, upgraded HVAC systems, refurbished or new elevators, and sometimes renovated public areas. They also get a percentage of the selling price, or they can elect to buy the penthouse from the Olssons and resell it themselves.

Could such a concept work in the U.S.? The Olssons have already been approached by developers in New York, a city with thousands of languishing rooftops and just as many affluent buyers. Sara Hart
Products

Uninterrupted Surfaces

British architect John Pawson is now in the kitchen business. The minimalist's minimalist is best known in the United States for the stark Calvin Klein flagship store (1995) in Manhattan, but he's pruned many a London flat to the bare architectural essentials—form, space, proportion, and light. Now he's partnered with Belgian manufacturer Obumex (represented in the U.S. by Interni) to produce exquisitely crafted kitchen systems.

Cabinet doors are one-inch thick and finished with 10 coats of lacquer to give a durable and flawless surface. The top of the work island (shown here) is four inches of solid walnut, but can also be made of lava stone, Carrara marble, or stainless steel. The hardware is surgical in its precision but nowhere to be seen. The faucet on the island is the lone projection. The hot and cold controls are handles, which are hidden under the lip of the walnut top. Since every kitchen is custom designed and built, it's impossible to generalize about cost. However, buyers can be sure that with such bespoke exquisiteness, less is more expensive. S.H.

Home Furnishings compiled by Cathy Lang Ho

Retro-Revival Meets Industrial Chic

Industrial materials were a source of inspiration to New York firm Biproduct, whose principals, architect Stuart Basseches and graphic designer Judy Hudson, sliced a standard extruded aluminum I-beam to create its eponymously-named furniture line. It includes an end table, coffee table, credenza, and, pictured here, folding screen. Biproduct: 212.255.3033

Karim Rashid's Kush seating for Totem exploits the cushion and resistance of coated, microcellular foam. Offered as a chair, a bench, and a lounge chair, its foam sections comes in playful combinations of resort-hued pale blue, light green, orange, and white. Totem: 212.925.5506

Like many exhibitors at ICFF, small producers are stealing the limelight from large firms with their hands-on inventiveness: New York-based Moorhead & Moorhead's molded polyurethane Rubber Lamp No. 5 takes advantage of the fleshy flexibility of the material to flip its lid to create either task or ambient lighting. Moorhead & Moorhead: 212.219.8489

English designer Sarina de Majo's Pebble Tiles are as unique as the ocean stones that inspired them. Every tile is individually decorated by hand. A special glazing technique produces a watery look on the tile surface. Sarina de Majo: 011.44.20.8948.0374

Italian manufacturer Valli & Valli has added Richard Meier to its roster of architects who have designed products for its lines of door, window, and cabinet hardware. Meier's sleek lever handle is available in white (of course), black, chrome, and brass finish. Valli & Valli: 212.326.8811

Until now, Sonrisa has been primarily a refurbisher of vintage furniture, but it now also produces and distributes newly made works that evoke the Steel Age. It has begun importing a perfectly nostalgic steel refrigerator (made in Germany): The tough glossy enamel finish (baked-on steel, as with automobiles) comes in 200 bright colors. Sonrisa: 800.668.1020

Biproduct: 212.255.3033
"Pavestone’s pavers were our first choice from day one of design development. They’re stronger than poured concrete, but more flexible. They also give you scale and warmth of colors not easily achieved with conventional concrete paving material. The product quality is very consistent. We will definitely work with Pavestone again."
Broadband access can be expensive, but $700,000? Actually, the steep price tag buys not only a wired household, it buys the household—at least if that household is Georgia Institute of Technology’s uber-connected Broadband Institute Residential Laboratory (BIRL). The smart home–style laboratory, which opened in late April, is wired with broadband technology in an effort to study how technology affects and enhances home life. The three-story, 5,040-square-foot facility—which was funded by the Georgia Research Alliance and developed by the Broadband Institute Future Computing Environments Group—features a first-floor prototype and demo center as well as an upper-level, two-bedroom living area where BIRL inhabitants live, surrounded by technology.

Nearly 500 sensors—from pressure-sensitive floor tiles that are 90 percent accurate in identifying residents, to ceiling cameras and hidden microphones—are placed throughout the home to monitor residents’ daily activities. Occupants don “gesture pendants” that use radio frequencies to activate lights and appliances in the house. Want to turn up the volume on the television? Simply point upward. The effect is ubiquitous computing, or *ubicomp*, which may forever alter the relationship between house and human.

Imagine, for instance, a house that can literally tell you where you left your medicine, keys, or the remote control for the TV. One research initiative is developing exactly that, while another uses computers loaded with residents’ medical history to monitor behavioral patterns and facial expressions to signal potential medical emergencies. Ubiquitous technology immediately raises the specter of invasion of privacy for most of us, but researchers at the BIRL insist this is not necessarily the case, that ubicomp can be used to service residents. “One of our goals is to discover technology combinations that can unobtrusively enhance lifestyle in the home of the future,” says Broadband Institute director Nikil Jayant, “both for special classes of inhabitants, such as older citizens and infants, and for families in general.”

The BIRL is currently home to Georgia Tech students; eventually, however, researchers hope to turn the house over to an elderly resident or family. For more information, visit www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/ house. Sam Barry

### Rules and Regulations

**HUD Rubber Stamps Multifamily Housing Accessibility Codes**

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has endorsed the Code Requirements for Housing Accessibility (CRHA), new building codes that clarify the federal Fair Housing Accessibility Guidelines. The CRHA—which was developed by HUD, the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), and the International Code Council—details the federal multifamily construction accessibility requirements for architects and builders.

In a speech to members of the NAHB, HUD Secretary Andrew Cuomo praised the CRHA as providing clear guidelines architects and builders can use to create housing that conforms to the Fair Housing Act. Cuomo also pledged HUD would admit compliance with provisions of the CRHA as a defense against complaints of alleged violations of the Fair Housing Act. **S.B.**
How can you **DESIGN** a home with innovative flexibility and solid durability?

When your goal is to design homes that attract homebuyers, why let construction materials limit the possibilities. With versatile masonry, you can build on your most imaginative concepts. Today's concrete and clay masonry offer flexible options to create beautiful homes inside and out – from stucco over concrete masonry to innovative use of brick and colored mortar. Beyond beauty, you deliver the solid strength and disaster-resistance today's homeowners value most.*


**BUILD** on your imagination with today's masonry.

To create homes as distinctive as they are durable, include masonry in your plans. For information on masonry and cements for masonry, contact the Portland Cement Association.

Photograph courtesy of General Shale Brick.

Portland Cement Association
5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Illinois 600077-1083
Phone: (847) 966-6200 Web site: http://www.portcement.org
Economy

Housing Slowdown Predicted

Adam Smith, meet Alan Greenspan, the visible hand guiding the deliberate deceleration of the supercharged American economy. Economists speaking at the National Association of Home Builders' 60th Semiannual Construction Forecast Conference in Washington, DC recently predicted that the Federal Reserve Chairman would bump interest rates throughout the year in an effort to achieve a sustainable level of economic growth. Panelists look for the Fed to target something in the neighborhood of 3.5 to 4 percent growth in the Gross Domestic Product rather than the torrid 7.3 and 5.4 clips of the last quarter of 1999 and first quarter of 2000.

NAHB Chief Economist David Seiders predicted that the Fed will make four additional quarter-point rate hikes by fall, which would lift interest rates to 7 percent. Such an increase would push the prime lending rate to 10 percent. These increases in the costs of borrowing will slow domestic housing production to about 1.6 million units this year, down from a vigorous 1.68 million starts in 1999. And Seiders envisions that the slowdown will continue, with housing starts further diminishing, to 1.5 million units in 2001. Sam Barry

Technology

Efficiency Expert

This summer Oregon-based Northwest Power unveils the superhero of generators. The proton-exchange membrane (or PEM) system takes in fuels like natural gas, propane, or methanol and converts them into electricity, heat or water by running hydrogen filtered through a palladium alloy membrane into fuel cells. The result is thermal energy. When used to generate both water and heat, the PEM is four times more efficient than a standard generator while producing minimal pollution. The first alpha units, which cost $5,000, have already been installed. After initial assessment, 100 beta systems will hit the market. S.B.

Bibliofile

Old Is New Again

The New American Townhouse, by Alexander Gorlin, foreword by Paul Goldberger (Rizzoli)

With the resurgence of the city has come the resurgence of the townhouse, argues architect Alexander Gorlin in his new book, which gathers 20 exemplars of the type. Not a new form—he traces it to Pompeii and Le Corbusier—the townhouse has rarely been the terrain of “high architecture” in the U.S., for, as Paul Goldberger observes in the foreword, it lacks the potential for “architectural expression” that freestanding houses have.

Though the sentiment is valuable—to honor the townhouse as a residential type that “believes in the city” by merging with the street—it is also no revelation. There is a reason, clearly, why the examples in the book are largely from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and San Francisco: Old cities with tight real estate have a long tradition of townhouse-building, and in fact, many of the works in the book turn out to be interior renovations. In section, the solutions begin to seem uniform—floors devoted to different uses, the requisite stunning staircase, which usually doubles as a light-well or atrium. Still, Gorlin’s history is readable, and intelligently places Williams-Tsien, Stanley Saitowitz, and even Seaside in a lineage that reaches to John Nash, Pierre Chareau, and Paul Rudolph. C.L.H.

Pinching the Pump

The Federal Reserve's latest, more aggressive round of interest rate hikes appears to have finally cooled the blazing American economy. Here's the view from the construction site:

Interest rates: Up
0.5%, to 6.5% (hiked 5/16/00)

30-year mortgage rates: Up
to 8.3% (changes constantly)

Housing starts: Up
3% (in April to 1.66 mil unit annual pace);
down 11.2% (in March to seasonally adjusted pace of 1.6 mil unit annual pace)

Existing home sales: Down
6.22% (in April to 4.88 mil unit annual pace)

New home sales: Down
5.8% (in April to a seasonally adjusted pace of 909,000 units)
Less Can Be More

By Reed Kroloff

Over the last 20 years, the American house has grown remarkably. According to the National Association of Home Builders, the average American house in 1970 weighed in at 1,500 square feet; today, that number has ballooned to 2,250 square feet, a roughly 50 percent increase. (Meanwhile, the size of the average American family actually decreased by about 15 percent over the same period.) We want more. We get more. Or do we? The spectacle of most new subdivisions will quickly dispel any suspicion that quantity and quality have somehow become synonymous. The new houses are certainly bigger. It's hard to see how they're any better.

Earlier in this century, the best architects in the world—as well as many enlightened builders—sought solutions to the problem of housing in intelligently designed smaller homes. Le Corbusier's Maison Domino rationalized both construction and plan in a vision of domesticity that could be extruded for multifamily applications. Frank Lloyd Wright's ingenious Usonians made small seem gracious, and brought architect-designed houses closer to the middle class than they had (or have) ever been.

In the 1950's and '60's, Bay area builder Joseph Eichler gambled that the relaxed modernism of John Entenza's Case Study Houses would play well with California's burgeoning population of younger families. He was right: his modest interpretations (penned by Quincy Jones, Robert Anshen and others) sold well. Today, they command some of the highest prices per square foot of any housing in suburban San Francisco.

More recently, Houston's Fifth Ward Redevelopment Corporation commissioned the Rice University School of Architecture (in a program curated by Michael Bell) and 16 renowned architects (including Stanley Saitowitz, Lindy Roy, Carlos Jiminez, and others) to develop modern, affordable houses for its economically troubled, central city neighborhood (Architecture, January, 1999, page 47). The results indicate there is still plenty of room for innovation in small house design.

Developers are not entirely to blame for the bulging American house: In an age of acquisitiveness, people want space to stow their toys. But in a country where home prices are escalating far faster than consumer spending power, isn't it time to look at alternatives? The houses in this issue of Architecture House top out at 1900 square feet; Jerry Waters and his young family reside in 600. Yes, these are custom homes. But they all manifest philosophical—and practical—intelligence that calls into question the need for houses beyond a very modest size.
Portland, Oregon, Architect Jerry Waters' first solo project is a discip
JEDDELOH GUEST HOUSE

CLIENT: Horst and Linda Jeddeloh, Molalla, Oregon
ARCHITECT: Jerry L. Waters, Portland, Oregon
ENGINEERS: Miller Engineers (structural)
CONSULTANTS: Jeddeloh Farms Nursery (plant material); RHW Contractor
COST: Withheld at client's request
PHOTOGRAPHER: Sally Schoolmaster

BY Lawrence W. Cheek

A home for himself.
Jeddeloh Guest House is a simple black box cupped by a curving concrete wall (above). The 600-square-foot, 2-by-8 wood frame structure is wrapped in stained cement board, and punctured by 10-foot-high steel doors (below and previous pages). A poured-in-place concrete wall forms a private court along the west side of the house (opposite), and doubles as a retaining wall. Views are framed by a shelf in the carport that also conceals lateral bracing (opposite).
This is one of those sites where the first impulse—and probably the right one—is to make the least architecture possible. It's classic Oregon farm country southeast of Portland: a gracefully rolling, 60-acre pasture ringed by crowds of oak and fir and overseen by the gloriously ominous 11,235-foot volcanic cone of Mt. Hood. Johnson's Glass House would be welcome here, Corbu's Villa Savoye a little less so.

Like those possibilities, Jerry Waters' Jeddeloh Guest House is a minimalist box, though a distinct and unapologetically artificial presence in the landscape. But surprisingly, it's a black box intended, says Waters, to harmonize with the shadows in the landscape and create negative space. He says he spent a long time considering the color, quickly discarding white, then finally abandoning brown and dark green. Black, he believed, was both the most honest and most considerate of the land.

It may be too soon to know. Although Waters, his wife, and their toddler are now living in the 600-square-foot house, it will eventually become an appendix to a much larger two-family compound, and the black box will form a visual dialogue with a glass atrium at the compound's opposite end. The main house will wear a zinc coat, and the guest house then will appear as either the composition's intriguing mystery or its delinquent stepchild.

The foundation is a slab on grade, laced with electric heating elements. The box rises on a 2-by-8 wood frame with an exterior of cement-bonded particle board. Interiors are finished in drywall. Eight 10-foot-high industrial-grade steel doors form a substantial fraction of the wall area; fling them open and the house almost becomes a pavilion. A 10-foot-high concrete wall curls around on two sides, cradling the house like a cupped hand and restraining four feet of earth on the uphill side. Ribbon windows in the box provide less than generous views, but they were carefully considered: Each frames a distinct sliver of landscape—a copse of oaks here, a sea of tall grass there.

The interior space splits logically into three modules: living, sleeping, and bath. There's a lot of thoughtful versatility, as in Waters' design of a stainless steel dining table that nests over the galley counter, or wheels out for an alfresco dinner. The bright, glossy green, blue, and yellow cabinets and doors moderate the severity of the relentless right angles and heckle the coldly sober attitude of the box's exterior.

The siting is either delightful or dismaying, depending on whether you're merely looking at the box or thinking about staying as a weekend guest. On approach it appears as a stark black line, an intriguing incision in the landscape, then blossoms into a three-dimensional form. As simple as that form is, it fosters mystery: The neighborhood buzz was that the secretive young family was living underground.

What Waters has done most successfully here is eschew the obvious, choosing black instead of white, tall walls instead of lavish windows, an industrial container rather than an organic form or materials. It is a minimal intrusion, but it doesn't offer—yet—what the site wants most: a friendly word of greeting.
Architect Waters enlists the outdoors to enlarge the guest house’s diminutive enclosed footprint. A fireplace along the concrete wall extends the living room across the court (above). A wheeled dining table slides under kitchen counter to save space, but is often taken outside (above right). Residents can shower inside or out (facing page, bottom right). Cement board is affixed with concealed, countersunk, stainless-steel screws (about 70 per panel).

Jerry Waters, Designer
Portland, Oregon

Like many Oregon natives, Jerry Waters, 30, tried living somewhere else and repaired the error. He grew up in Portland, earned a bachelor of architecture at the University of Oregon, then drifted off for a master’s at the University of Pennsylvania and worked with Rafael Viñoly in New York City. Two years ago he returned, lured by his in-laws, breathtaking property, and the chance to design an extended family compound. He works for Thompson Vaivoda & Associates, a Portland firm with 40 employees. His current assignment is managing the skin of a 150,000 square-foot conference center under construction at Nike’s Oregon headquarters.
A row house by Kuth/Ranieri presents a mysterious façade to a San Francisco setting.
IANN/STOLZ RESIDENCE, SAN FRANCISCO  

**CLIENT:** Adriane Iann and Christian Stolz, San Francisco  
**ARCHITECT:** Kuth/Ranieri Architects, San Francisco—Byron Kuth, Liz Ranieri, Andrew Dunbar (design team); Andrew Dunbar (project architect); Sean Tracy, Steve Const, Claudia Merzario, Kale Wisnia (project team)  
**ENGINEERS:** Ralph Teyssier, T.E.I (structural)  
**GENERAL CONTRACTOR:** Paragon General Contractors  
**FABRICATORS:** Splady Art Studios, Paragon Cabinet Makers, Fox Marble, Kelly Sheet Metal, Berlin Stainless, Marconi Tile, Dotto Glass  
**COST:** Withheld at client’s request  
**PHOTOGRAPHER:** Sally Schoolmaster
Changing from a slatted garage door into a deep window wall into a cornice, the mahogany front façade gives this small house big presence. Design abstracts the horizontal wood siding on the left of the house into the more open wood constructions (trees) of the garden to the right. Hiding behind this façade is a series of loftlike spaces (see plans at right) that culminates in the master bedroom and its deck (previous page) looking toward Golden Gate Bridge.
The Iann/Stolz House in San Francisco is the result of thoughtful borrowing. This sliver of a residence derives a sense of space from its views of the Golden Gate Bridge and a neighboring garden. It wears hand-me-downs in the form of a board-and-batt façade the architects adapted from shipbuilding technology. Even beautiful minor elements, such as a translucent window in the kitchen, are likewise the result of skillful adaptation: The architects were confronted with an existing window that provided light but no view, so they covered it with a piece of etched glass to create a luminous plane in the wall.

The pleasure of the house is due not only to borrowed views and technologies, but also to the humble garage on which it sits. It was the need for a place to park a car at the end of the site's dead-end alley that turned what was supposed to be "just a paint job," as Adriane Iann, one-half of the German client team, puts it, into a massive remodeling and expansion of an existing house. When Iann and her husband saw the work of Byron Kuth and Liz Ranieri at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art's "Fabrications" exhibition in 1998, they hired the couple to assess their need for a garage and more room. "To make the garage, we had to excavate, put retaining walls on three sides with foundations that go up to eight feet below grade, and add new grade beams," Ranieri explains. "After that, we figured we might as well redo the whole house to make use of what they had," Kuth adds.

The whole front half of the house is new, and the architects' totalizing approach to the design unifies it with the old. To make best use of the house's 23-foot width, Kuth and Ranieri turned each of the two living floors into loftlike spaces buffered by "thick walls" that contain services. Above the garage, one floor contains living, dining, and kitchen spaces, as well as an office nook. The third floor has a master bedroom and bath, and also a small guest area. The spaces in the rear, such as the kitchen downstairs and the master bathroom upstairs, can be closed off with pivoting walls of bleached maple. The architects also rendered discrete planes, freely floating through an open space, in such muted surfaces as hand-troweled stucco and French limestone.

The architects' interest in surfaces and skins culminates in the mahogany façade. The clear varnished slats become more closely spaced as the building rises, making it appear longer and more massive when seen from below. A slight fold in for the living room window and a fold out for the master bedroom balcony increase the sense of monumentality, albeit at the house's small scale. The façade is like a dress draped over various functions: it covers the garage (its conceptual origin, in fact, was as a slatted garage door), is the surface of the house, folds to become a bay window, and then ends as a parapet. "It goes from the order and regularity of the city to the density and freedom of the private realm," claims Kuth. "It is like a tree house, a very San Francisco place with a bay window and wood," says Iann.

Whatever the description, this is a design that turns tentativeness, skin-deep beauty, and borrowing into great virtues.
The dining room (below left) is a simple space. Raised slightly over the living room, it looks out over a small terrace that has a balustrade of loose, stacked glass. Stairs (below center) lead up to the master bedroom suite, where a small study has a flat-screen television that pivots off the wall (below right). The master bedroom (right) features a wall over the bed that doubles as a pivoting dividing screen. A small Japanese soaking tub opens the bedroom completely to the terrace.
Byron Kuth and Liz Ranieri met while both were students at the Rhode Island School of Design. After graduating they moved to San Francisco and established their own practice in 1990. Their first project, a house and arts foundation office in Napa Valley, set the tone for their current office: It sports open spaces with surfaces ranging from automobile paint to a wood ceiling that seems to float on a ring of skylights. They are currently at work on two residences in the Bay Area.

In designing only a few projects at a time, Kuth and Ranieri have established a small practice that lavishes immense—some might say excessive—care on the tectonic aspects of their commissions. The result is a series of small jewel boxes in wood, stone, and glass that now dot the Bay Area.  

*Aaron Betsky*
A Chicago house by Nagle, Hartry, Danker, Kagan, McKay Architects makes an ar
“Joe was a confirmed Miesian before I met him,” explains Chicago architect Jim Nagle. That's why Joe Wangler's self-built new digs seem so dramatically different from their more traditional surroundings. Located on a leafy, tree-lined street evocative of the western Chicago suburb's moniker, Elmhurst, Nagle's sleek little essay on minimalist design reflects both his client's trade—cabinetry—and his obsessive attention to detail.

Nagle places the single-story, T-shaped structure across the full width of the 60-foot lot, creating discreet outdoor spaces in both the front and rear yards. It's a 1,500-square-foot variation on Mies' seminal courtyard-house plans of the 1930s, and a strategy that Nagle often employs on tight sites because of spatial interest. The three legs of the T are straightforward: garage and entry to the front, bedrooms to the side, and the open space of the living room and kitchen to the rear.

The front façades are blank, enlivened only on the long side of the T by a small loggia that indicates the primary circulation path through the entire site. The rear elevations are relatively open, though there are no windows per se. Nagle utilizes only floor-to-ceiling glazing—usually in the form of a sliding glass door.

In such a small house every little detail counts. Wangler insisted that kitchen appliances such as the refrigerator and microwave be hidden behind maple cabinetry. While the kitchen defines one end of the living room, its carefully crafted cabinets continue the wood cladding on other parts of this public area, thereby creating an elegant wall rather than just a series of functional necessities.

The house clearly displays minimalism's pros and cons. An upside is an elegant expression of the simple box. A downside is a street façade rendered as a blank wall—hardly a neighborly gesture in a pleasant community. Much of the messy clutter of everyday life—not to mention some of Wangler's wife's sentimental, traditional furniture—is consigned to the basement. And it's important that the spare surfaces remain immaculate. “This house takes a good bit of upkeep,” notes Wangler as he spies every minor ding in the walls, despite a recent repainting.

The Wangler House is a material departure from its simple bungalow neighbors. These structures stand witness to an earlier conception of craft—boxy forms with sharply gabled, hipped roofs, they display the carpenter’s skill in forging details based on traditional forms—and are utterly ignorant of the ability of houses to extend and shape the spaces around them. Nagle's neat little essay on the courtyard-house form suggests richer spatial possibilities. Wangler has been up to the challenge as a client, builder, and homeowner. Now he talks about buying the property next door and continuing the story with a companion piece.
The T-shaped plan of the Wangler house creates discrete public and private zones on a modest Chicago-area lot (above, and previous pages). A 2-by-6 wood frame construction clad in clear cedar siding is affixed to lath strips and attached to the walls to create an insulating air space (below right). The living room is clad in maple plywood, as are the kitchen cabinets (below and bottom left).
Toshiko Mori designed a crisp annex to a classic Paul Rudolph estate.
The slippery fact about context is that it is often multiple and complex, more than just a matter of the building next door. When New York architect Toshiko Mori designed a guest house on a waterfront property on Casey Key, Florida, near Sarasota, the immediate architectural context was more than the adjacent house by Paul Rudolph, done during his legendary stint in the area in the 1950s. There were other contexts—new environmental codes, new material markets, the old footprint of the undistinguished original house destroyed in a storm—which led Mori to alter the beach house so rationally developed by Rudolph as a local building type. The genus remained modernist; the species mutated.

Rudolph designed the sprawling 1957 house to breathe, centering the dog-trot scheme on a screened breezeway, while creating clerestories and sliding glass window-walls to induce cross ventilation. With protective roof planes that cantilever beyond the envelope and a plan that maximizes the ratio of perimeter to volume, Rudolph cultivated an open indoor/outdoor relationship. He believed in minimal means and structural directness, but the design edged beyond the chaste planarity of postwar modernism into the spatial baroqueness that would characterize his later work. It strayed into excess.

Asked by the couple who own the Rudolph house to design a guest house for their three grown children, Mori encountered a vastly changed context nearly a half century later on the adjacent piece of land. Air conditioning encouraged the building morphology to be more contained, and new codes, intended to protect houses from water surges and storms, required elevating the living quarters well above the flood plane. The owners, who had restored the timber-framed Rudolph house, asked Mori to build with low-maintenance materials. To pass the restrictive permit process, the new design had to generally conform to the size and placement of the 3,000-square-foot house that previously occupied the site.

The simple requirement of elevating the house radically affected the design, inspiring Mori to conceive the pavilions as tree houses set among the branches of the surrounding live oaks. Mori conceived the house as an ensemble of detached pavilions, a stacked pair butting in a T configuration into a long tube, all elevated on concrete pilotis. A staircase, built in marine-grade stainless steel, zippers the pavilions.

The simple requirement of elevating the house radically affected the design, inspiring Mori to conceive the pavilions as tree houses set among the branches of the surrounding live oaks. Mori conceived the house as an ensemble of detached pavilions, a stacked pair butting in a T configuration into a long tube, all elevated on concrete pilotis. A staircase, built in marine-grade stainless steel, zippers the pavilions.
Toshiko Mori’s addition to a central Florida estate, anchored by an original Paul Rudolph house, stands a full floor above the ground plane among a grove of live oak trees (previous pages). The concrete frame and off-the-ground stance meet Florida hurricane standards while also providing shady retreats from the sultry climate. Windows are protected by powder-coated stainless-steel louvers (facing page and above). Mori’s design had to conform generally with the size and placement of a house that previously occupied the site.

Togethe...
The guest house is actually two pavilions joined by a marine-grade steel outdoor stair (above). The material palette is minimal: Large expanses of clear and dot-screened laminated glass are set into concrete block and steel frames (below left and right) above the concrete pilotis base. Mori’s minimalism (and subtle design references like cantilevered roof planes) respects the Rudolph original (below right), yet clearly establishes its own visual vocabulary. The new house will be used by the owner’s children.
Mori's addition shares its site—and its conceptual heritage—with a sprawling 1957 house by Paul Rudolph. Like much of his famous Sarasota school work, the Rudolph house draws on local precedent: north and south bedrooms bracket a screened dog trot and an open living area (now enclosed with sliding glass doors) to maximize the perimeter wall to interior volume ratio, thus optimizing natural cross ventilation. The east façade of the wood framed structure, with its deeply cantilevered roof providing shade, looks out onto a pool, the back lawn, and Little Sarasota Bay along the western Florida coast.
Mori's interior finishes continue the minimal vocabulary expressed on the exterior: 9-foot, 3-inch ceilings are sealed concrete; walls are concrete block; and floors are ground and polished concrete or bamboo (above and below). Mori also designed furnishings, including birch shelving units (above) and a stainless-steel and fiber-reinforced plastic desk (facing page). The roof terrace features an outdoor shower (facing page). The narrowness of the plan encourages cross ventilation.
"This site is terrific. I had advertised in the newspaper, spent a lot of money and got no results. I found a new employee with this service!"
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Measuring the Globe
continued from page 53

confidently pushed ahead with their designs.

In 1992, a year before the new Globe's ground-breaking, Hancox published a book called The Byrom Collection and the Globe Theatre Mystery. (The Byrom bio followed two years later.) It received generally favorable reviews but hardly made the splash Hancox had hoped for. She did win one important ally in Mark Rylance, an acclaimed Shakespearean actor who is now the Globe's artistic director. He continues to be her most outspoken supporter.

Construction of the new Globe began in late 1993, and the Queen officially opened it in June 1997. Its setting, a few hundred yards from the site of the original, is striking: just steps from the Thames and a short walk from Herzog and de Meuron's new Tate Modern. The Globe is in fact a complex of related buildings, including a tony restaurant and a new exhibition space that shows Elizabethan artifacts and costumes from old Shakespeare productions. A second theater, built from plans by Inigo Jones, is in construction.

The Globe itself, which has a plain exterior of lime plaster and includes some 36,000 handmade bricks, is both modest and imposing. While it's just 33 feet to the eaves and 45 feet at its highest point, the surrounding lanes and pubs with narrow doorways and low ceilings, stand at Elizabethan scale; in their company, the theater exerts a vigorous, looming presence. To Americans raised on ersatz, cartoonish replicas of historic buildings, the Globe feels surprisingly authentic. What is most striking is how unfinished it seems. The stage wall is richly decorated with images from astrology and Greco-Roman mythology, but the rest of the place has a bare-bones feel—especially the large open-air pit and plain wood benches.

Sadly, both Sam Wanamaker and Theo Crosby died before the theater officially opened in 1997, but their creation has proven more successful than they could have hoped. During last year's season, shows played to an average of 82.5 percent capacity, an attendance most West End theaters would kill for. More quickly than anyone imagined, the new Globe has become a cultural fixture. "It was built as an experiment," Greenfield says, "but it's an experiment that has completely captured the public imagination."

However popular the new Globe may be, Hancox insists its architecture is all wrong. She thinks the theater is too large: She says the drawings suggest a more intimate structure, with a 72-foot diameter (instead of 100-foot) and a smaller stage. And because the new Globe is out of proportion, Hancox asserts, "the acoustics are wrong, and the sight lines are wrong." Actors and audience members alike have made similar complaints about the theater.

Throughout, the academics working on the theater have evinced nominal interest in the drawings and their possible meaning, but in Hancox's view they have done so disparagingly, with careful, polite comments tinged with just enough condescension to keep her at arm's length. "All they have to say is, 'Oh, the Byrom Collection, jolly interesting stuff, but not mainstream.' And that does it, you see."

It may never be possible to test Hancox's theories completely: most of the original Globe lies buried under a Georgian terrace (connected to Southwark Bridge) that is itself a historical landmark, precluding any substantial digging.

But there have been two prominent confirmations of Hancox's theories. The first was the discovery of the brass plates from which the Byrom drawings were printed. They have now been dated to the last few years of the 16th century, which is exactly the period when the Globe was first built.

The second piece of supporting evidence came from scientific data collected from the small part of the original Globe that remains accessible, as well as from the site of the Rose, another Elizabethan playhouse. In February of last year, Bill McCann, then with the Museum of London Archeological Service, gave a presentation to a meeting, chaired by Gurr, at the Globe's research offices in which he superimposed three images: data from radar work that he oversaw at the original Globe site, the plan for a Roman amphitheater, and the drawing from the Byrom collection that Hancox suggests represents the Globe. They fit nearly seamlessly together, hinting that all three came from the same cryptic scheme, just as Hancox had insisted. "There was a certain degree of surprise—even astonishment—amongst the academics," McCann recalls.

Meanwhile, other discoveries cast doubt on the reconstruction. Tim Fitzpatrick, a professor at the Centre for Performance Studies in Sydney, Australia, has suggested that the Globe research team never bothered to examine the original of one of their key sources of information: a sketch of 17th-century London by Wenceslas Hollar.  
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that shows the theater's façade. Instead, he says, the academics sloppily extrapolated the dimensions from a copy on which creases and pencil lines were indistinguishable.

It could take years, Fitzpatrick says, to sort out all the information now being collected. In the meantime, he says, the new Globe "will continue to rake in money and give thousands of people false ideas of original staging conditions. But the real damage will be done by and to actors and academics, who will draw conclusions from their experiences there, and start pontificating about the original performance conditions on that false basis."

A long piece last December in the Economist bolstered the drawings' new credibility. Given the recent revelations, it predicted "the genie may be hard to cram back into the bottle." Not surprisingly, Gurr was displeased with the story. He calls it, curtly, nothing more than "good publicity for the Joy Hancox moonshine."

The controversy appears to be far from over. Hancox is finishing yet another book on the drawings, due this fall, and promises it will contain new bombshells, including fresh facts about the source of the brass plates. Meanwhile, McCann, who now runs his own archeological service, is conducting new tests at the Globe and Rose sites designed to shed new light on their structure. The results should be ready by the end of the summer. Ryland, the theater's artistic director, has said publicly that if Hancox is proven correct, the theater will have to be torn down and rebuilt. Even Hollywood is weighing in: Jodie Foster has expressed interest in buying the movie rights.

Whatever the limits of her architectural knowledge, there is something compelling about her looks out over her Salford garden, her eyes reflecting a solidly gray, north-of-England sky. "But hurt is not the right word. It's a question of whether or not one is interested in the truth. What I'm saying now is, 'Alright, Globe, if you don't want to know, you're going to have to learn.'"
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ANYthing Went
continued from page 61

However irresistible ANY’s organizers may have found the pun, it was certainly at odds with the highly serious purport of fin de millénaire stocktaking. As Zaha Hadid aptly observed, “Anything Goes” could imply corruption and decadence or else freedom and experimentation.

Predictably, the June proceedings were heavily flavored with apocalyptic rhetoric and genuflections to the techno-global zeitgeist. There was much browbeating over the boundaries of the discipline and recourse to first principles: What is architecture today? Can traditional notions of architecture be sustained? Is everything architecture? Is anything architecture? It got rather tedious. The palpable angst about architecture’s relevance inspired Eisenman and a few others to trot out the old autonomy arguments.

By failing to preserve architecture’s specificity as a discipline, he warned, “architects are exiling themselves from architecture.” This contradicted ANY’s interdisciplinary purview. If architects only wanted to talk to themselves, why invite all the guests? Not surprisingly, Eisenman’s remark elicited accusations of parochialism from some of the assembled.

Despite the disparities among the positions and work presented, one thing that emerged, valuably, from the show-and-tell was the fact that there is a dazzling array of creative talent in the field today, from the sensualists and object makers to the conceptual thinkers and the digitally driven. On the other hand, despite the lip service paid to “politics,” “freedom,” “utopia,” and “the public,” a credible social mission for architecture beyond visual delectation remained elusive. In the wake of the collapse of both modernism and postmodernism, it is by no means clear that any such mission is still possible. Thus more than a few “radical” architects have concluded that they should stick to doing what they do best, namely producing eye-catching buildings and imagery, and leave it to the theorists to provide the text. Indeed, branding—giving the corporate client a distinctive identity through a cutting-edge building—appears a highly lucrative vocation for today’s avant-garde.

Amid three days of bravura performance, posturing, and polemic, which began slowly but gained steam by the finale, a few dissenting opinions were showstoppers. Rafael Moneo, addressing the computer fetishists, argued that the obsession with capturing the mobility and superficiality of the world has led to simplistic literalism. Calling for less exhibitionistic forms of practice, he suggested that work that drew its inspiration from pragmatic problems of building would better express its time.

Koolhaas, too, shapely criticized ANY’s avoidance of banal realities: a built environment that consists predominantly of “junk space,” a market economy rapacious for iconography rather than enlightenment, and cities around the globe in the process of insane acceleration. Presenting himself as the least romantic of his colleagues with respect to the artistic side of architecture, he sought to shift the debate from theories of form to strategies of practice. While his visionary iconoclasm reflects his affiliation with modernism’s most militant traditions, his involvement with glamorous clients like Prada puts him on a slippery slope between subversion and complicity. Koolhaas is hardly unaware of this. As the entire ANY project put into bold relief, his position is emblematic of a fundamental dilemma: How to be a superstar and remain uncorrupted by the marketplace.

Finally, the Japanese literary critic Kojin Karatani, a stalwart of the preceding nine conferences, bitterly declared his disillusionment with ANY’s agenda, which he saw as “bracketing out” a real world filled with the suffering of others. At ANY’s conference in Seoul, which occurred six months after an earthquake in Kobe, Japan, left 5,000 dead and thousands more homeless, discussion revolved indifferently around abstract theoretical and formal issues. Karatani’s discomfort was with the fact that ANY’s principal funding came from the Japanese construction industry, which he characterized as among the most regressive economic and environmental forces in Japan. Stating that “architects can no longer be absolved of responsibility,” he expressed relief the conferences were over.

Party poopers were in the minority, though. Among an outpouring of encomiums, Anthony Vidler seemed to speak for many when he congratulated ANY for having artic-
ultimately "mapped our incomprehension" in the face of the dramatic technological and cultural transformations of the past decade. But ANY isn’t packing up quite yet. The last issue of the tabloid, two conference volumes, and six books are still in the works. Beyond this, ANY has already laid claim to its place in history, having constructed its own genealogy, created its own archive—nary a word went unrecorded—and even simulated its own critique. (See the epistolary section at the back of each conference volume, with testimonials from participants, both adulatory and irked.)

Whatever its posterity, however, it’s clear that the ANY phenomenon is as much a symptom of our contemporary spectacle culture as a critical reflection on it. Without the vast inflation of cultural discourse since the 1980s, ANY would have been inconceivable. Ironically, what may turn out to be ANY’s most memorable legacy are its excessive, beautiful, and often unreadable graphics. After an initial design by Massimo Vignelli was consigned to the reliquary of the previous Zeitgeist, ANY’s template was redrawn by the young New York firm 2 x 4. Their graphic approach is predicated on violating the rules of legibility: stringing extremely long lines of type sideways across the page with six-point footnotes in between, dropping screened images on top of tinted text, and the like. The metaphor driving this philosophy of “distorted communication” is unsubtle: The postmodern world is fluid, simultaneous, hybrid, undecidable; ergo, its graphics have to be fluid, simultaneous, et cetera. The fact that this reduces textual and visual content to a by-product—literally anything for the mill—doesn’t seem to have preoccupied Anyone much. Why not let the graphic designers play, just as the architects and theorists do?

In the end, ANY leaves us with the nagging suspicion that the content was mostly an excuse for the play. Or maybe—deeper irony—the play was a way of compensating for the loss of content. Either way, the medium was the message.

Joan Ockman teaches architectural history and theory at Columbia University.
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The Bullies of Belltown

Clumsy new condo buildings are threatening a lively and welcoming Seattle neighborhood. Lawrence W. Cheek says enough is enough.

Seattle has brewed a new word for gentrification, and it is hanging on Belltown, suddenly the city's hottest neighborhood. "We're being Starbucked," says Zander Batchelder, president of the Belltown Community Council.

But the problem isn't just a monsoon of overpriced mocha. The half-mile strip between downtown Seattle Center and the Elliott Bay waterfront is seeing its sky crowded away by expensive but dreary condos, few of which give anything back to the street. Half a dozen four- to six-story apartment blocks have arisen in the last two years, and another half dozen—one of which will rise 17 stories—are underway. Dave Gaba, past president of the council, calls them "medium-security prisons." Not much more delicately, Design Review Board member Mark Hinshaw says, "It's been a dumping ground for a lot of second- and third-rate stuff." The whole mess inspires two questions: Why do we keep building neighborhoods we won't like? And why do we keep having to ask this question?

Belltown has been an interesting mix of artists and people stretching their bucks to manage, with the housing concentrated in three-story apartment buildings from the 1920s. Of no great distinction, these buildings offer a humane scale, the welcoming texture of brick, and the occasional glimpse of a well-crafted scroll corbel.

Among the antagonistic new arrivals, the bully is Fountain Court, a 320-unit six-story apartment building by Seattle's Driscoll Architects that blankets a full block. It wraps around an interior courtyard, viewable only through locked gates—a private park that spurns the street, the neighborhood, and anyone who doesn't think that a Wheat Chex-size studio of 473 to 601 square feet is worth $785 to $1220. It illustrates an unsettling trend in nouveau riche Seattle: a double shot of smugness and a diminishing civic spirit.

The city stretched downtown Design Review to oversee residential projects only two years ago. Projects approved earlier, like Fountain Court, are now "going off like time bombs," Hinshaw says. Design Review does have some teeth, however: The board can recommend improvements in massing, materials, detailing, signage, fenestration, and transparency at grade. But whipped cream won't save a bad cup of brew, and Belltown's big picture—the creation of a livable, diverse, welcoming urban neighborhood—is being left to developers. How this will work out depends on whom you talk to. Hinshaw is moderately optimistic; he feels that "as the bar is raised" by Design Review, better designs will emerge. David Craven, a fellow Design Review Board member, doesn't agree. "It prevents drastic mistakes," he says, "but I think as opposed to raising the bar, it raises the basement." Gaba loves Belltown, but he plans to move: He has a two-month-old child, and "it's not exactly a kid-friendly neighborhood." There's one dismal city park, occupying a sixth of a block.

Absent a coherent vision, here's a proposal: Nonprofits should buy the rest of the 1920s apartment blocks for subsidized housing (they already own some) to help preserve diversity. Design Review, with the help of a toughened zoning ordinance, should insist on more public space and less mass in the air. The city should buy a whole block for a park. And developers and their architects should meditate on the lovely and inclusive city Seattle has been—and why it would be such a tragedy to build a new version we don't like.
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